
Adjustment - Recover/Rebuild 

Has it been over 3 months since the orthotic was completed?   Yes (Cost Involved)             No (Possible Costs 

                       Involved) 
I am returning this orthotic because…. 
 At time of dispensing the patient/practitioner believe adjustments are needed. (no cost within 3 months) 
 Upon trial by the patient and reassessment, adjustments are needed. (no cost within 3 months) 

 The patient seems to require a different device. (Rebuild all but shell @ $70 or remake entire orthotic @ full repeat cost) 

 I do not believe the orthotic matches what was ordered. (rebuild or remake at labs discretion @ no cost, if orthotic 

            does not match the order.) 

 

Adjustments (After 3 months, lab fee $10 - $40) Rebuild…..Lab Fee $70…..Suggested Retail $85-$125 

Recover…..Lab Fee $40…..Suggested Retail $50 - $75 

Reason for Adjustment: 

Adjustment Instructions:  
(Please print clearly and use the diagram below or mark di-
rectly on the  orthotic, be specific.) 

          As is. 
          To the specifications of the most recent order. 
          With the following changes. (Please print clearly 

and be specific. Please use an order form stapled to this sheet 
if necessary.) 

 

Bottom Covers 
 

        Entire Bottom           FF Post to toes            Mets to toes 

 
            0.75mm Black Nyplex                 Black Vinyl 
 
            1.5mm Black Nyplex                   Tan Sim. Ostrich                1.5mm Korex 

 3mm Black Nyplex 
 
 1.5mm Black Nyplex 
 
 Black Vinyl only 
 
 Tan Simulated Ostrich                                      
 (Vinyl) only  

            Black Ultrahyde only -Add $7 

 
            3mm Plastazote 
 
            6mm Plastazote 
 
            Leather: _________Add $25 
  
            Suede: __________Add $25 

    Combo Top Covers (Add to the above)  
 

             

            Add Black Vinyl    Add Tan Simulated Ostrich (Vinyl) 
 
            Add Black Ultrahyde -Add $7  Full length 3mm Poron under top cover 

Both 3mm Poron & 3mm Plastazote to toes (Diabetic) 

Top Covers 
 

Length:            Device Only                To Sulcus                To Toes 
 
 

            1.5mm Black Puff 
 
            3mm Black Puff 
 
            3mm Blue Multiform 
 
            4mm Blue Multiform 
 

             

Shipping cost to Chinook Orthotic Lab is the responsibility of the practitioner, unless pre-approved. 

Practitioner’s Name:_____________________________________________________  
 

Patient’s Name:_________________________________________________________ 


